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Quiz Team
success in
Plate Final

Quiz Team success in Plate Final

T

he Junior Quiz Team had a successful trip to Bury Grammar School
for the Junior Schools Quiz Challenge, a national quiz competition based
on the University Challenge television programme. Some speedy buzzing
and an impressive range of knowledge enabled George Houghton, Alex
McKie, Veer Patel and Ben Rimmer from Year 8 to showcase their
commitment to the School’s weekly Quiz Club. Their individual expertise
and eﬀective teamwork saw them qualify from their heats to earn a place in
the Plate Final, where they met Manchester Grammar School. A closelyfought match saw Bolton come out victorious with a lead of 520 points to
450. We look forward to seeing further success from the team in the future
as they move onto the Senior Challenge next year.
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Parents’ Association Plant Sale raises funds

T

he Senior Boys’ Parents’ Association once more ran their successful plant
sale. Orders were taken for bedding plants, vegetables and hanging baskets, and,
on a sunny Saturday morning in May, the organisers set up on the Beech House
car park for order collection. Many of those collecting their plants also bought
more on the day. This is an annual event and the Parents’ Association hopes that
even more parents will support us next year; the hanging baskets, in particular,
are stunning and our regular customers are never disappointed by the quality of
the plants. This year, the plant sale made a profit of £600, which helps fund
applications from Boys’ Division staﬀ to the Wish List.
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Musical variety
at lunchtime
recitals

Musical variety at lunchtime recitals

E

ach year, the Boys’ Division Music Department organises a series of free
Lunchtime Concerts, which are open to the public. This year’s series featured a
range of musicians, including the School’s A-Level students, Junior RNCM
musicians and professional musicians. Appreciative audiences of local residents,
Bolton School students and visiting pupils from local schools enjoyed these
musical events.
The series began on 25 April with a performance from nine of Bolton School’s ALevel Music students. There were three vocal performances: Jean-Paul Asumu
sang Stevie Wonder’s Overjoyed, Adam Whitmore sang Sleep by Ivor Gurney and
Sian Rowlands sang Being Alive from ‘Company’ (Sondheim). Two pianists also
performed: Zara Walsh played Gershwin’s Let’s Call the Whole Thing Oﬀ and
Notturno (Grieg) was played by Ben Chowdhury. George Speak performed Red,
White and Blues (Bernstein) on the trumpet, Seren Davies played Grace (Quate) on
saxophone and flautist Isabel Harper played Sonata Op. 120 (2nd Movement) by
Bowen. The final performance was from Josh Marshall on drums, playing Lead
Sheet (James Uings).
The second concert on 2 May featured three Junior RNCM musicians.
Percussionist Simone Herbert-Moores played Drum Corps on Parade (John S.
Pratt), Movement IV from American Suite (Guy G. Gauthreaux II) and Parody (Jesse
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Monkman), and also performed a marimba duo version of

Schubert’s Violin Sonata No. 1 in D major D 384 (I, II and III), Salut

Bourrée 1 (J.S. Bach) with Mr. Forgrieve. Joe Orme played three

d’Amour, Op. 12 (Elgar), the theme from ‘Ladies in

pieces on the guitar: Prelude no. 1 (Heitor Villa-Lobos), Tango en

Lavender’ (Nigel Hess) and Gigue from Partita for Solo Violin No.

skai (Roland Dyens) and O fortuna (Carl Orﬀ, arr. Radu Ionescu).

2, BWV 1004 (J.S. Bach).

Double bassist Nick Broughton performed with accompaniment
from Jonathan Fisher, playing Sonata in G minor (Henry Eccles)
and the second Movement from Double Bass Concerto (Serge
Koussevitzky).

A classical guitar recital from Will Scattergood brought the
concert series to a close on 16 May. He played Alexandre
Tansman’s Hommage à Chopin, Quatre pièces brèves by Frank
Martin, Cinco Piezas (ii. Campero and v. Romantico) by Astor
Piazzolla, Five Bagatelles by William Walton and ended with
Donata (iv. Finale) by Antonio José, and gave a brief introduction
or explanation for each piece of music.

Mathew Chadbond gave a recital on the violin on 9 May, with
piano accompaniment from Robert Aston. He performed a range
of classical and more contemporary pieces: Praeludium and
Allegro (Kreisler), Chanson de Nuit and Chanson de Matin, Op. 15
(Elgar), the theme from ‘Schindler’s List’ (John Williams),
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Junior Girl launches ‘Engines Oﬀ’ Campaign

A

pupil at the Junior Girls’ School has launched a campaign to encourage parents to switch oﬀ their
car engines while waiting to pick up their children at the end of the school day. Harriet Kennedy in Year 4
initially wrote to the Junior Girls’ Headmistress Mrs. Laverick about her concerns about air pollution
around the Bolton School campus:
“When I walk to the car after school, I have noticed that parents are sitting in their cars with the engines
on. The smoke fumes not only pollute the air, which contributes to global warming, it is also extremely bad
for everyone’s health,” she wrote. “I feel that I cannot tackle this problem on my own and need school’s
support. I want to create an ‘Engines Oﬀ’ campaign to help reduce air pollution.”
Her ideas included sending a letter or email home to all Bolton School parents to explain what leaving their
car engines running can do to their health and the environment, organising an assembly to recruit her
fellow pupils to this cause, and putting up posters across the school. Her letter was supported by eighteen
of her fellow Junior Girls’ School pupils.
Mrs. Laverick said, “When I read Harriet’s letter, I was very keen to help her get her campaign going. She
talked to me about her concerns with such passion that I decided she was actually the best person to get
the girls on board and she agreed to present her thoughts in an assembly. The Junior Girls were all totally
supportive, as were Heads in other parts of the School, who have promoted her campaign, Engines Oﬀ, in
their weekly emails to parents. It is still early days, but hopefully, the message is getting out to parents who collect their children at the end of the
day. We are going to get some feedback from the duty sergeants in a few weeks to see if they have noticed a change in parents’ habits.”
Harriet’s ‘Engines Oﬀ’ campaign coincides with national concerns about air pollution levels and air quality around schools.
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Battle of the
Sexes in Book
Award vote

Battle of the Sexes in Book Award vote

P

upils in the Boys’ and Girls’ Divisions have been holding a friendly competition
to see which half of Bolton School would collect the most votes for the Bolton
Children’s Fiction Award 2019.
The shortlist was announced in September, and since then, pupils across Bolton
have been reading the six books, leaving comments and reviews on the Award
website and looking forward to casting their votes. All pupils who have read three
or more of the books are eligible to choose their favourite and have their say in
picking this year’s winning book.
A tally in both Senior School Libraries has shown the progress of boys and girls as
pupils in both Divisions cast their votes. With one lunchtime of voting left to go, the
boys were in the lead with 36 votes to the girls’ 29.
Votes from all over Bolton will be counted in the coming weeks and the winner will
be revealed at the Award Ceremony on 27 June 2019. Pupils from other schools
will join Year 7 pupils from both Divisions and Ambassadors from Year 8 for a
morning of workshops with the shortlisted authors before hearing the results.
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Fabulous
Evening of
Ensemble
Performances

Fabulous Evening of Ensemble Performances

T

hirty-five pupils representing every year group from Years 7-13, entertained

an appreciative and enthusiastic audience in a Musical Evening in the Arts Centre.
The concert included highly enjoyable ensemble performances from the Joint
Clarinet Group, Junior String Quartet, Steel Pans Group, Intermediate String Trio,
Classical Guitar Quartet and Senior String Ensemble. These were interspersed
with impressive piano, vocal, clarinet, xylophone, tabla and violin solos. A wide
range of musical styles were presented,
including calypso, baroque, classical,
romantic, pop, jazz, music from TV and the
musicals, and a polka.
Music Teacher Mr. Forgrieve said:
"Congratulations to all of the performers.
Musical Evenings of this type take place every
year in October and May, and a warm invitation
is extended to all."
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Career insights
from Chief
Science Oﬃcer

Career insights from Chief Science Oﬃcer

O

ld Boy Dr. Mike Dillon (1977 to 1984) returned to Bolton School to speak to a

small group of students about his career in drug discovery. He is now the Chief
Science Oﬃcer and Head of Research at IDEAYA Biosciences in San Francisco
and was able to give a great insight into the career options available with a degree
in science.
He began by talking about the choices he made when he was in his final year at
Bolton School: he initially applied to study medicine at university, but did not get in
and instead spent a year completing an Industrial Scholarship in synthetic
chemistry. He later said that not getting into medical school was “the best thing
that ever happened” to him and advocated taking a year out before university to
think about the choices available. His year in industry taught him how to work in a
lab, and this led to him studying chemistry at university. He gave a brief overview
of his time as a student, from BSc to PhD to postdoctoral research, which took
him to Oregon State University in the US.
Mike’s academic career was focused around learning synthetic strategy to create
increasingly complex molecules, which he has since put into practice in his career.
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He talked about his career highlights, which
have included working on three drugs which will
help patients, and also discussed some of the
massive development in drugs over the course
of his career. For example, he said that Hepatitis
C is now curable and HIV is no longer a death
sentence, but a manageable chronic disease. He
also highlighted that cancer treatments have
shifted, with clinics now treating the specific
gene mutation rather than the organ aﬀected.
With cancer therapies constantly moving
forward, he said, “That’s what has happened in
the last twenty years, so what can you do? You
could have twenty to thirty years to figure all this
out and that’s amazing, because it could help
patients.”
He remained in the US, first working for Syntex in California,
which gave him his first taste of how chemistry can be used to
treat disease. His early career focused on pain, neuroscience,
urology and inflammation, but when his mother died of a
particularly aggressive form of cancer, he decided to move to
Novartis, where he could work on oncology. In 2016, he joined

Finally, Mike oﬀered his advice to those
considering a career in science. He said that short-term setbacks
and failures are a part of the scientific process, so it’s good to get
used to them, and that science is a career which involves learning
every day. He also pointed out that in his line of work, an
individual can make a huge impact on human health.

IDEAYA as the third member of the team and the Chief Science

Opening the floor to questions, Mike received some thoughtful

Oﬃcer.

queries ranging from his thoughts on the pricing of life-saving
treatments to the length of the research process.
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School
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Water polo
Internationals

School presence at Water polo Internationals

T

hree Old Boys and two current Bolton School students played in a set of
international Water polo matches held in Manchester during the first weekend in
May.
Current Year 11 student Thomas Yates was on the Great Britain Under 17 Junior
Men’s team for the European Championships Qualification Tournament, which saw
Great Britain face France, Israel and Slovakia across three days of matches. Old
Boy Lewis Daly was the team’s Assistant Coach and Head of Science Dr. Yates
was the Team Manager.
The Saturday also included two exhibition matches, one involving Sixth Form
student Thea Simpson and the other featuring three Old Boys. Thea played for the
Great Britain Under 19 women’s team against their Under 17 counterparts. Aaron
Winstanley, who now teaches at the Junior Boys’ School, joined Lewis in
representing England, while Ed Grundy captained the Scotland team for a Senior
Water polo international in which England was ultimately victorious with a score of
16-7.
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Under 14s win
the Greater
Manchester Cup

Under 14s win the Greater Manchester Cup

B

olton School Under 14 Football team has won the Greater Manchester Cup,
overcoming Blue Coat School 3-1 in the Final, which was held at the Vestacare
Stadium, the home ground of AVRO FC in Oldham on Friday 10th May.
The Under 14s reached the Final, having beaten The Cooperative Academy, Parrs
Wood High School and Hazel Grove High School in earlier rounds. Nathaniel
Kampers scored in the first half to give Bolton a 1-0 lead at half-time. Further goals
in the second half from Luca Latona and then Joel Burgess gave the Under 14s an
unassailable 3-0 lead, with Joel's goal being his 38th of the season. Blue Coat
pulled a goal back midway through the second half, but a strong defensive display
from the back four of Alex Old, Seb Thompson, Noah Halford and Ben Male meant
that goalkeeper, Azhar Makkan, was rarely called into action in the final fifteen
minutes of the game.
Captain, Max Carter, lifted the trophy, adding to the Town Cup trophy won before
Easter. Team Coach Mr. Hunt said: “This was the team's sixteenth cup game of
the season, only one of those cup games being lost, that being to Thomas Telford
School in the Quarter-final of the national ESFA competition. Given that the Under
14s are Town and Greater Manchester champions and were the last team standing
from the whole of the North West of England in the ESFA competition, they have
strong claims to be the best school Under 14 football side in the region.”
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Bolton School:
A Tradition of
Philanthropy

Bolton School: A Tradition of Philanthropy

F

ounders and Benefactors assemblies are now embedded in the Boys’ Division
calendar after being introduced during the 100/500 year celebrations in 2015-16
and oﬀer a chance to reflect on the school’s history. Leading this year’s assembly,
Headmaster Mr. Philip Britton told how it was on 7 May in 1925, that Lord
Leverhulme, who re-endowed the School in 1915 when he united it with the Bolton
High School for Girls to become Bolton School (Girls’ and Boys’ Divisions), had
died in his London home of pneumonia. The Headmaster also recalled how Bolton
Grammar School (a forerunner of the Boys’ Division) is first mentioned as a going
concern in 1516 and how it was first endowed during the English Civil War by
Robert Lever. All the School’s benefactors believed that education can be
transformative and life-changing. It is a tradition that still holds true today as
Bolton School stands in the top 10 schools in the country in terms of the size of its
bursary fund and with one in five Senior School pupils receiving financial
assistance to pay their fees.
The School Captain and his deputies gave short presentations, which oriented the
whole school audience in the Bolton and Britain of 1516. Henry VIII was on the
throne and happily married to his first wife, ‘Utopia’ by Thomas More was recently
published and an early version of ‘The Post’ was in place, which was to become
the Royal Mail. The town of Bolton comprised of only a few hundred people – less
than the number of boys sat in the Great Hall for the assembly. Bolton was a
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market town with a few landmarks that can still be recognised

Mr. Britton noted that for Year 13 this would be their last full

today such as the Parish Church, Ye Olde Man and Scythe pub,

assembly before taking leave of absence to revise for their A-

Smithills Hall, Turton Tower and Rivington Tithe Bar. On the

Levels and that many had been at the school since Year 3. He

outskirts of town, an agricultural society was beginning to

reminded them, in the words of retiring Chairman of Governors

develop in the hills.

Michael Griﬃths, to go out into the world and “to try to make a

Captain, Matthew Schaﬀel told of how the School was beginning
to take shape at that time. John Barton made a request in his Will

diﬀerence for good and make each place a tiny bit better than
when you arrived.”

for educational provision to be provided in Bolton (July 1516) and

The Headmaster also told of how, in the early 1900s, Headmaster

this is the earliest record of Bolton Grammar School. He also told

Lipscomb had adopted the school song Forty Years On from

of how, in 1644, the local Lever family had made money as cloth

Harrow. An early example of brand alignment, mused the current

magnates and how they had re-invested it in the town through

Head? Mr. Britton had brought the School Song ‘back to life’ in

endowing Bolton School.

2016 and remarked that in another three years’ time, through
regular airings, it will be embedded in each boy’s mind as they
leave school. The boys sang this and a rousing version of
Jerusalem before organist Mr. Pain played Boëllmann’s Toccata
as the boys headed oﬀ to morning classes.
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Cricket Match
remembers
Former
Headmaster

Cricket Match remembers Former Headmaster

D

espite the rain dampening the start of this game to mark the significant
contribution Mervyn Brooker made both to Bolton School Cricket and that of Edgworth
Cricket Club, the occasion proved to be very enjoyable for the sizeable crowd that had
gathered to pay tribute to the former Headmaster and boost funds for his Nepal Appeal.
After a minute’s silence, the School XI batted first with school Vice-captain Joe Ball
laying the foundation for a challenging total with an enterprising 41. Further
consolidation by Old Boltonians (and former school cricket captains) Tom Liversedge
(61) and Liam Watkinson (49), who were keen to impress against familiar opposition,
enabled the School XI to post a healthy 199 oﬀ 35 overs. For Edgworth, J. Lea (3-16)
and T. Simpson(3-42) were the most successful bowlers.
An opening stand of 60 between overseas amateur C. Smith and Old Boltonian Alex
Hughes, made a close finish likely, but, once a speculative throw from Mike Hobbiss ran
out their professional, Edgworth were unable to maintain their momentum and fell short
of the target, being dismissed for 161. Mark Millhouse was the pick of the bowlers
(3-16) aided by two further wickets for Mike Hobbiss.
Mervyn’s wife, Brigid, presented the trophy to winning captain Liam Watkinson after the
game and everyone was appreciative of the strong family presence and support from
the school and club communities.
In his memory, the Mervyn Brooker Trophy will be contested each year and it will also be
used as a School prize for the Sports Player who plays in the spirit of the game.
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133 Teams
compete in
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133 Teams compete in School’s Football Festival

O

ver the course of the first two days of May, over 1,000 pupils in 133 local primary
school football teams competed in this year’s Football Festival. The emphasis
throughout was on good sportsmanship, based on the English Schools' FA Code of
Conduct.
53 teams took part in friendly six-a-side matches on Match Day One for pupils in Years
3 and 4. Teams enjoyed ‘round robin’ matches, playing all of the other teams in their
group. With fourteen games taking place simultaneously on the playing fields all
through the late afternoon, the Football Festival made a wonderful spectacle.
The Year 5-6 Festival on Match Day Two was even larger, with 80 teams taking part.
Always a hugely popular event, the tournament is split into the ‘A’ Team competition,
the ‘B’ Team competition and the Girls’ competition, each with its own hotly-contested
cup.
The ‘A’ team competition Final saw St’ Brendan’s overcome Highfield 3-0, the ‘B’ team
competition saw Devonshire Road lose out to Horwich Parish 1-0 and the Girls’ Final
was a tense aﬀair, which saw St. Michael’s beat Markland Hill on sudden death
penalties after a 1-1 draw in the Final.
The Football Festival was arranged by Head Football Coach and former Bolton
Wanderers’ goalkeeper, Mr. Keith Branagan, who is also the PE Programme Manager
for the Bolton Sports Alliance. Pupils from the Boys’ Division assisted on both days by
volunteering as referees for the children’s matches.
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Ben enjoys
success with
Liverpool FC

Ben enjoys success with Liverpool FC

G

oalkeeper Ben Maher, a Year 7 pupil, enjoyed a 'Mundialito' football
tournament in Spain with Liverpool FC over the Easter holidays. His team won all
four of their group matches, playing teams from the USA, Spain and Africa,
finishing top of their table going through to the knockout stages. They went on to
beat Juventus in the next stage before unfortunately losing to Inter Milan in the
Quarter-finals. It was an amazing experience, with some incredible football during
the week, with Liverpool
finishing fifth out of 60
teams from across the
world.
The games no doubt
provided a fine 'warm up'
for Ben ahead of the
School's participation in
the Greater Manchester
Cup final this term!
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Former Winner
judges Battle
of the Bands

Former Winner judges Battle of the Bands
This year’s Battle of the Bands once again showcased the musical talent of Boys’
and Girls’ Division pupils as four bands each played one cover and one original
song for an appreciative audience in the Arts Centre. Old Boy Rob Jones (Class of
2008, School Captain 2007-08) returned to judge the competition, having won the
trophy himself back in 2007 as a member of Radio Edit.
The first band to take to the stage was Shaky Foundations. Benjamin Chowdhury,
Andrew Garcia-Cox, Joshua Marshall and Rupert Varley gave the competition a
fitting opening with Rock ‘n’ Roll Star by Oasis, which they followed with their
original song Tell Me the Truth. Next up were Millie Ashton, Joseph Edwards and
Xena Logan performing as The Tepid Grapes. They prefaced their original song
Brutal with an energetic medley of three rock classics: Can’t Stop by Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Basket Case by Green Day and Smells Like Teen Spirit by Nirvana. Youth
Concept’s Patrick Bentley, Charlie Griﬃths, Harry Paterson and Sammy Ramadan
were crowd-pleasers with lots of fans in the audience for their performances of
Catfish and the Bottlemen’s Soundcheck and their original song Dopamine
Machine. Finally, Funktionality rounded oﬀ the Battle of the Bands 2019: Jean-Paul
and Roxanne Asumu, Owen Critchlow and Joshua Marshall played Tints by
Anderson .Paak and their original song, Mine.
The diﬃcult task of choosing a winner from those four worthy performances fell to
Rob. On stage to announce the winner, he said: “It’s been an absolute pleasure to
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complexity of one of the acts. He commented, “If I walked into a
bar and that band was on, I’d stay, and that’s why I’m going to
award the first prize this year to Funktionality.”
Delighted winners Jean-Paul, Roxanne, Owen and Joshua
returned to the stage to accept their trophy and shake Rob’s
hand. Jean-Paul spoke on behalf of the band to thank Rob, the
audience and in particular Head of Music Mr. Bleasdale, the
Music Department and all the staﬀ who helped to organise and
run the competition.

be back here judging the Battle of the Bands competition. … I
really hope that all the bands I’ve seen today carry on doing what
they love and making music throughout their lives because there
really is nothing that can beat it. I was blown away by the quality
of music that I saw, particularly the original material I heard from
each band.”
Rob also praised all the bands’ great frontmanship and energy,
but said that he was particularly impressed with the musical
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Celebrating
Duke of
Edinburgh
Achievements

Celebrating Duke of Edinburgh Achievements

P

upils, parents and members of staﬀ filled the Girls’ Division Great Hall on a
warm spring evening to celebrate those who have achieved Duke of Edinburgh
Awards in the past academic year.
An introduction to Outdoor Learning at Bolton School was given by Ms. BradfordKeegan (Girls’ Division Assistant Head, Curricular and Extra-curricular Activity).
She commented that Bolton School pupils are taking part in more and more
outdoor pursuits to build soft skills, defying reports that nationally children spend
too much time indoors. She also pointed out that, in addition to the excitement
and trepidation of expeditions, pupils complete Physical, Skills and Volunteering
sections. In particular, the community service aspect of the Awards dovetails with
the Bolton School ethos. This academic year, the School has won both the TES
Independent School of the Year Award 2019 and the Independent School Parent
(ISP) School of the Year Award 2018, with judges of both competitions highlighting
the School’s role in the local community as a deciding factor: this is largely a
testament to the hours of volunteering carried out by pupils as part of their Duke of
Edinburgh Awards.
Ms. Bradford-Keegan then handed over to six students so that they could share
their experiences of completing the Award at diﬀerent levels.
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Millie Ashton in Year 10 achieved the Bronze Award last summer

Awards allow participants to “learn things in a diﬀerent way – the

and only needs to complete the qualifying expedition to finish her

best way.”

Silver Award. Volunteering to coach tennis helped her to develop
her own game, while drumming as part of a county band
improved her confidence. She recalled “walking in the hottest
summer ever” for her Bronze expedition and noted that her Silver
Award provided opportunities to get to know new people through
her Skills section, shooting with Bolton Gun Club, and canoeing
for the expedition. She advised other pupils to combine
something new with something they love to succeed at further
levels of the Awards.

Maddie Ashton in Year 11 completed her Volunteering section at
a local vet’s, which gave her the responsibility of taking care of
the animals before and after operations. For her Physical
sections at Bronze level, she joined the School’s Karate Club and
learned self-defence; this hobby has now become something she
is very passionate about, and she continued with it for her Silver
Award. For her Skill, she focused on springboard diving, which
she has been doing for the past eight years, and managed to
complete her goal of perfecting a one and a half somersault dive.

Zayd Ascroft in Year 11

She fondly recalled her walking expeditions and said, “I’m glad I

talked about his humorous

chose to take part in Silver and am looking forward to Gold next

experiences volunteering

year.”

with the Beavers and the
fun he has had playing
hockey for his physical
section. Taking part in a
drama production
of ‘Blood Brothers’ helped
with his confidence and
provided a new
experience, but the
expedition was the part he
enjoyed the most. He said
that Duke of Edinburgh

Daniyal Ashraf in Year 12 also shared his memories of his
expedition, which he described as “hard, but one of the most
enjoyable parts of school life.” He also spoke about volunteering
at Bolton Hospice, where he learned the importance of small acts
of kindness, and which helped to put things into perspective for
him. He described being part of a group writing a play in German
about a refugee for his Skills section and the teamwork involved
in playing rugby for his Physical section. He said that the Silver
Award has given him experiences to develop his skills and
thanked the School for enabling him to continue with the Duke of
Edinburgh Awards.
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Khadijah Ali and Christopher Jacob in Year 13 spoke about

The Duke of Edinburgh Awards were then presented to all pupils.

completing the Gold Award, which includes an additional

Girls accepted their Awards from Ms. Bradford-Keegan, Ms.

Residential section. For this, they both signed up for NCS

Marrs (Girls’ Division Duke of Edinburgh Coordinator) and Mrs.

(National Citizen Service), which provides young people with the

Entwistle (Community Action Coordinator), while boys received

opportunity to improve their own skills through team-building

their Awards from Headmaster Mr. Britton, Mr. Davidson (Boys’

outdoor pursuits, budget managing and courses, while also

Division Head of Middle School) and Mr. Chilton (Boys’ Division

helping their local community by planning and implementing a

Duke of Edinburgh Coordinator).

social action project.

Mr. Britton brought the evening to a close with his address. He

Khadijah’s NCS experience included project managing her group

acknowledged the importance of Duke of Edinburgh Awards,

as they rejuvenated two local disadvantaged nurseries. For her

which provide challenge and learning while engaged in activity as

expedition, she went sailing on board Tenacity, the ketch built by

well as encouraging pupils to go beyond their comfort zone. He

Bolton School pupils. She described this as a “unique

thanked the Boys’ and Girls’ Division members of staﬀ, who

experience” which helped to build resilience, teamwork and

facilitate the Duke of Edinburgh Awards each year, and parents

humour. She has also enjoyed being a Youth Leader at Bolton

for their support. Finally, he commented that the School’s

Lads and Girls Club, where she has acted as a mentor for young

“compulsory approach to volunteering” enables whole year

people. She said she was grateful to have persevered as the

groups to complete the Bronze Award and creates an

Awards have shaped her into a well-rounded individual – she

environment in which volunteering is seen as valuable. The proof

highly recommended the “unforgettable” Gold Award experience.

of this can be seen in the number of pupils who progress from

Christopher spoke about the independent skills he built during his
NCS residential and the First Aid course he was able to complete
as part of this experience. He recalled how rewarding it was to
reach the top of the hill during his walking expedition, but also the
fun his group had getting lost and finding their way back to camp.

Bronze: a third to a half of pupils go on to complete their Silver
Awards, and half of those also complete Gold Awards. He ended
his address by noting that, because of this, Bolton School is
foremost in the North West and notable nationally for the number
of pupils completing Duke of Edinburgh Awards each year.

He finished by also recommending the Gold Award, saying, “You
won’t regret it.”
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Bolton School a Popular
Location for
Filming

Bolton School - a Popular Location for Filming

B

olton School is becoming an increasingly popular choice of location for use in
film and television shoots! The School’s impressive CV includes being used as the
venue in a recent Scottish Widows advertisement, as the school where Sarah
Lancashire is Headmistress in the Last Tango in Halifax series and as the school of
choice for James Nesbitt’s son in Cold Feet, a series co-produced by former pupil
Deanne Cunningham. In recent years, the School has also featured
in Bancroft, Our Girl with Michelle Keegan, in CBBC’s Creeped Out, in a
GambleAware advertisement and in the film Mark of Cain; previous to that it was
used in Hetty Wainthropp Investigates.
Adele Hughes, who
coordinates the hiring
out of school premises,
said: “We do seem to
be on a good streak at
the moment. The word
about Bolton School
being a great location
for filming seems to
have filtered out to
various film companies
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and their location

The all-through school includes co-educational Nursery and

managers. This

Infant Schools, as well as single-sex Junior and Senior Schools

week, we have just

and its footprint stretches over a 32 acre site so there is no

filmed some scenes

danger of overuse just yet. Location shoots have so far taken

for a new Netflix

place in the Great Halls, Heads’ studies, on the sports fields, on

series called The

the corridors, in the classrooms and laboratories, in the Arts

Stranger with

Centre, in the Oxbridge-like quadrangles, on the Headmaster’s

Richard Armitage

Lawn, in the Sports Hall, the Sixth Form Centre and on the

and for a

Memorial Staircase.

forthcoming Channel
4/Netflix comedy. We
are also involved in
some exciting
negotiations over

There must be something in the air, as the School itself has
produced a good number of well-known actors and tv
personalities including Sir Ian McKellen, Mark Radcliﬀe, Carol
Klein and Ralf Little.

hiring out the
premises this
summer.
“We are lucky to
have such spectacular buildings and visitors often say how it
feels like they are on the set of Hogwarts. In fact, thinking about
it, the School was even transformed into Hogwarts for an episode
of Don’t Tell the Bride! All the money that we make – along with
revenues from hiring out our premises and services for weddings
– is ploughed back into the School’s Bursary Fund, which enables
many pupils to study for free here.”
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Examining the
Issues in ‘Boys
Don’t Try’

Examining the Issues in ‘Boys Don’t Try’

O

ld Boy Hadley Stewart (2007 to 2014) returned to the Boys’ Division to lead focus
groups for staﬀ and pupils about LGBTQ+ topics and gender stereotypes. The discussions
were based around his contribution to ‘Boys Don't Try? Rethinking Masculinity in Schools’,
a book by Matt Pinkett and Mark Roberts, which was released on the day he spoke with
pupils. Hadley’s chapter is titled ‘Masculinity and Homosexuality in Schools’.
Representatives from all year groups attended the lunchtime session. Hadley brought up a
range of issues and questions and asked pupils to discuss in pairs before sharing their
ideas with the whole focus group. The conversation linked in several places with current
aﬀairs, for example touching on the recent parent protests at a school which included
discussions of same-sex relationships while teaching children about diversity and equality.
Pupils engaged with the subjects Hadley put forward for discussion and made mature and
thoughtful contributions throughout. They shared their ideas on challenging discriminatory
language, mental health amongst LGBTQ+ young people and the impact of gender
stereotypes.
On the previous day, Hadley met with members of staﬀ to facilitate a similarly constructive
focus group around the same themes as part of staﬀ INSET training.
Hadley is a freelance writer and broadcaster specialising in LGBTQ+ issues and health. He
has written for publications including Attitude, FS, Out News Global, NBC News, the
Nursing Standard, PinkNews and The Queerness and recently appeared in the BBC Three
documentary Queer Britain.
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Teams play
three Football
Finals in a week

Teams play three Football Finals in a week

T

hree Boys’ Division football teams played cup finals in one week. The First XI
played in the Greater Manchester Cup Final against Manchester Grammar School,
while the Under 14 and Under 12 teams played in Town Cup Finals.
The Under 12s capped a great season with a fantastic performance in their Town
Cup Final versus Rivington and Blackrod High School. Archie Forshaw opened the
scoring from the penalty spot after Ollie Evans was brought down in the box.
Forshaw then doubled the Bolton School lead before half time. In the second half,
Thomas Lennon headed a third goal,
and it was Thomas Wilson who
sealed the win. The final score was
4-0 to Bolton School.
The Under 14s’ Town Cup Final was
played against Canon Slade, with
goals scored by Noah Halford,
Nathaniel Kampers, Alex Old and
Sam Allen to take them to a 4-1
victory. This match was the team’s
fifteenth cup game of the season and, impressively, their fourteenth victory. In the
ESFA Cup, the Under 14s reached the Quarter-finals, making them not only the
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was all even at 2-2 by half time. The second half was closely
fought, but despite a thrilling match, the First XI could not
continue the School’s winning streak and narrowly lost the
Greater Manchester Cup with 3 goals to Manchester Grammar’s
4.
The Under 15s Football Team also brought their season to a close
in fine style during the same week by winning the Cup at the
Manchester Grammar School Dylan Samuels Memorial 8s
competition.

last North West team in the competition, but also among the top
eight teams out of 626 who entered. They lost just one match at
the Quarter-finals, and were knocked out of the competition by
finalists Thomas Telford School.
The third final of the
week saw the First XI
play at the Vestacare
Stadium in Oldham,
facing rivals
Manchester Grammar.
Bolton School was
one up in the first five
minutes, but the score
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School reaches
the Goldsmiths’
Community
Awards Final

School reaches the Goldsmiths’ Community Awards Final

B

olton School has made it through to the finals of the Goldsmiths’ Company Community Engagement Awards, where a team will
compete for the national title on 25th June 2019 against five other schools from across England. The Bolton School team was shortlisted
in recognition of the work that has been undertaken in the local community.
In a regional final, pupils were asked to give
an 8-minute presentation on their programme
of work in front of a panel of five judges,
including Judith Cobham-Lowe OBE, a
Liveryman and former Prime Warden
(equivalent to Chair) of the Goldsmiths’
Company. The team comprised Khadijah Ali,
Lucy Stiles, Emily Rajbhandari, Amelia Wood,
Daniyal Ashraf and Matthew Schaﬀel and also
saw writing contributions from Kathryn Austin,
Subhiksha Loganathan and Elizabeth
Crowther.
The judges quizzed the team for 20 minutes
and gave them praise for their presentation
and for the impact that the School’s work has
had on the local community as well as on
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those pupils involved. The judges commented that the pupils had

Regional finalists will be invited to the magnificent Goldsmiths’

clearly benefitted from the learning and development

Hall in London for a ceremony and a chance to showcase their

opportunities provided during the programme. They were

community engagement activities. A Gold winner and a Silver

particularly impressed with the students’ understanding of what

winner will be announced on the day of the Finals. The winning

they had learned from their community engagement activities and

schools will each receive a beautiful award, especially designed

how these activities had changed their views on the world around

by the artist-craftsman Tom Fattorini, as well as a cash prize to

them, the personal stories from students about how they felt they

support the continuation and expansion of existing community

had changed the lives of others and the impressive integration of

programmes.

the activities with the local community, commenting that: “It is
clear that this is part of the DNA of your school.”
The Goldsmiths’ Company Community
Engagement Awards were launched this year. The
awards, which are student-led, celebrate the
positive impact schools have through charitable
and voluntary initiatives within their local
communities.
Commenting on why the Goldsmiths’ Company
had created the award, Judith said: “These
activities are of vital importance to many people,
but often go unrecognised. The Goldsmiths’
Company Community Engagement Award
recognises the unsung heroes in schools up and
down the country – young people who have given
their time, energy and ideas to outstanding
initiatives that support our local communities.”
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Boys Achieve
Gold in Science
Olympiads

Boys Achieve Gold in Science Olympiads
Biology Olympiad, a further four Silver and five Bronze Awards

T

hree students in the Sixth Form have achieved four Gold
Awards between them in the Biology, Chemistry and Physics
Olympiads. A high number of students also achieved Silver and
Bronze Awards. The Olympiad competitions, which run annually,
give students across the UK the opportunity to be challenged,
develop their critical thinking and apply their existing scientific
knowledge in contexts beyond the curriculum.

were achieved. Six students also received Bronze Awards in the
Physics Olympiad.
Alex and Jude were not the only students to receive awards in
multiple Olympiads. James Leese-Weller was awarded Silver
certificates in both the Biology and Chemistry Olympiads. Yusuf
Adia, Krishnan Ajit and Daniyal Ashraf each obtained a Silver
Award in Biology and a Bronze Award in Chemistry. Six students

Alex Gao

each received two Bronze Awards: Christopher Jacob, Yash

achieved Gold

Kalhan and Jonny Shine for Biology and Chemistry; and Meer Al-

Awards in both

Talabani, Jei Makino and Ruairi McCabe for Chemistry and

the Chemistry

Physics.

and Physics
Olympiads, and
Nathan Ashley
also received a
Gold Award in
Chemistry. Jude Brennan-Calland attained a Gold Award in
Biology and a Silver Award in Chemistry.

In the Chemistry Olympiad, Nathan Ashley, Eddy Backhouse and
Matthew Schaﬀel were awarded Silver certificates. Bronze
Awards were given to Dominic Hardy, Robert Harris, Usama
Hassan, Raafay Iqbal, Aashir Khan, Siddharth Ranganath,
Christopher Smith and Adam Vahed for Chemistry; to Luke
Bagnall, Edward Slorick and Zaman Ul-Haque for Physics; and
to Arjun Agarwal and Robert Edwards for Biology.

The Chemistry Olympiad not only saw two Gold certificates
awarded, but also four Silvers and seventeen Bronze. In the
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